ZDF Enterprises

The Secret Garden / Human Limits / How Climate Made History

The award-winning filmmaker Jan Haft is responsible for The Secret Garden, which is the latest addition to the acclaimed Nature Now! series from ZDF Enterprises’ ZDFE.factual catalogue. The ZDFE.factual slate also includes Human Limits, a two-part series that spotlights people with skills that go beyond what is ordinarily deemed humanly possible. The narrative in How Climate Made History, meanwhile, explores little-known connections between the changes in the Earth’s climate and major historical events. “All three programs have genuine universal appeal and are full of stunning images,” says Ralf Rückauer, the VP of ZDFE.factual. “On top of this, their topics are of relevance all over the world.”

“ZDFE.factual has been known for all kinds of top documentaries for many years now, but it is mainly the genres of history, science and wildlife that we stand for and which are highly esteemed among our international clients.”

—Ralf Rückauer